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2.4G Smart Wireless Remote 

remoter key function 

 

 

Remote parameter 

Item Parameter Remarks 

Working voltage 3V  

Transmitting frequency 2400MHz~2483.5MHz  

Modulation GFSK  

Transmitting power factor 6dBm  

Standby power consumption MAX  5uA  

Working power consumption MAX  15mA  

Control distance 20m~30m  

Dimension 110mm×53mm×22mm  

1. Simple Operation Instruction 
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By using this product of our company, you can control the lights which are correspond to 

our remote at home.One remote have four groups of on/off button, that means that you can 

use this feature to control four groups of lights separately, such as on and off,code pairing and 

code clearing.One remote can control four groups of lights at most.Generally speaking,one 

light is a group.In order to control all groups of lights,you should select one group of on/off 

key and one group of light, and then pair the code.By conducting this steps the remote will 

kind of set a connection with the light.There is no need to care about the details.Just follow 

the steps and have fun. 

2. 1.Grouping and match code  

Choose the lights to a group(for example Group 1),turn off the AC power until ten 

seconds later,then turn on again,press light on  of the selected group ( within 3 

seconds).Then you can see the lights will flicker three times slowly.If so,the remote will code 

with the lights group that the group key of the remote is going to control successfully.Then 

you may control the brightness,color temperature,timing shutdown,night light of this group 

lights.Please just repeat the steps mentioned above until all lights are grouped. 

2.paired code clearing 

Turn off the AC power until 10 seconds later,then turn on again, and press  5 times 

within 3 seconds. The lights will flicker 6 times fast to indicate that paired code clearing is 

successfully operated.You can pair the code again as the first step. 

The upper key can increase the brightness, the lower key can decrease the 

brightness.The left key can decrease the color temperature (2700K), the 

right key can increase color temperature (7000K). 
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3.Simultaneously control and group separated control 

3.1  control separately by group： 

Press light on  of the light group that you have paired,You may control the lights 

separately by group. 

 

3.2  control all groups of lights： 

Press ,then press any key of ,you may control the four groups of  lights 

simultaneously. 

4.Night light 

Long press light off  for 2 seconds, all lights of this group will turn into night light 

mode.Night light brightness is 2 ‰ of the highest brightness.Press any key can return to the 

previous mode. 

5.Timing shutdown Mode 

Long press light on by group ,the LED lights will flicker one time into the timer 

setting mode.Within 3 seconds, press any key of ,the  LED lights will flicker 1-4 

times (flicker one time represents 15 minutes).If like this,the timer setting success (The right 

key flickers one time represents timing 15 minutes,the lower key flickers two times 

represents timing 30 minutes,the left key flickers three times represents timing 45 
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minutes,the upper key  flickers four times represents timing 60 minutes).Press light off 

by group , exit timer setting mode. 

 

6.Cluster control 

One remote controller can control many lights or multiple controllers can control one 

group lights.For example, one remote controller has matched with one group LED lights.You 

may turn off the AC power until 10 seconds later,then turn on, within 3 seconds ,you use 

another remote controller to match code with the same group.Thus the two remote controllers 

can control the same group of lights.( Multiple remote controller can control the same group 

of lights, or one remote controller can control multiple groups by different groups of on/off 

keys.) 

7.Power off Memory 

The brightness and color temperature will remain in the controller memory  after power 

off,not frequently adjust after power on. 

 


